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Abstract
In order to prove the correctness of compilation for our new Scala-based distributed
backend for ABS, we will focus on one aspect of the ABS language, namely cooperative
multitasking inside concurrent object groups. We create a simplified language that includes this feature and then define a compilation function that targets a language based on
Scala that supports delimited continuations and prove the correctness of the compilation
function.
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Introduction

The ABS language [2], developed by the HATS project, is an Abstract Behavioral Specification
language for concurrent object-based systems, designed to straddle the gap between designoriented and implementation-oriented specification languages. It allows high-level specification
of a system, by abstracting over implementation details while remaining executable and providing flexible concurrency and synchronization mechanisms by means of asynchronous method
calls, separation of objects into concurrent groups and cooperative scheduling for objects inside
one group. As the language serves as a foundation for several different analysis, it also has a
formally defined semantics.
The concurrency model of ABS can be split in two: in one layer, we have local, synchronous
and shared-memory communication between objects in one concurrent object group (COG)
and on the second layer we have asynchronous message-based concurrency between different
concurrent object groups reminiscent of Creol [3]. The behaviour of one COG is based on the
cooperative multitasking of external method invocations and internal method activations, with
concrete scheduling points where a different task may get scheduled. Between different COGs
only asynchronous method calls may be used; different COGs have no shared object heap. The
order of execution of asynchronous method calls is not specified. The result of an asynchronous
call is a future; callers may decide at runtime when to synchronize with the reply from a call.
Asynchronous calls may be seen as triggers that spawn new method activations (or tasks) within
objects. Every object has a set of tasks that are to be executed (originating from method calls).
Among these, at most one task of all the objects belonging to one COG is active; others are
suspended and awaiting execution.
As ABS is designed to be an executable language, there are several backends available that
are able to execute programs: the reference implementation is defined in Maude, and there
exists a Java-based backend designed to help in developing and debugging ABS models. We are
creating a new backend for ABS, using the Scala language, that would provide true distribution
to ABS by allowing different concurrent object groups to be executed on different nodes in
the network. As the concurrency models of ABS and Scala are quite different, we employ the
experimental continuations plugin for Scala [4] to implement cooperative multitasking within
one thread of execution.
In this article, we focus on the first step of providing a provably correct code generator
for ABS. We look at what happens inside one concurrent object group and define a simplified language based on ABS that lacks objects but retains asynchronous calls and cooperative
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scheduling between tasks. For this language we define a compilation function into a target
language inspired by Scala that lacks concurrency but provides delimited continuations and
closures. We then proceed to show that after compiling programs in the source language to a
program in the target language preserves the operational behaviour.

2

Implementing the ABS concurrency model in Scala

As the concurrency model of ABS is notably different from the one provided by Scala, we
need to provide a runtime support library for our compiler that would provide the necessary
communication primitives to the generated code.
The asynchronous message-based communication between concurrent object groups is similar to actors. In practice, objects may pass three kinds of values between COGs: (a) object
references, (b) future references and (c) immutable data structures from the functional sublanguage. Our implementation has to guarantee that all of these values are easily serializable so
they could be passed around over the network, and make sure that the references are unique in
the whole cluster and addressable from any node.
Inside one COG we have cooperative multitasking with the control being released only at
certain scheduling points: in particular, await e statements. The statement await e suspends
the execution of the current task until the guard expression e evaluates to true. This statement
is a scheduling point: the scheduler may decide to switch tasks and proceed with some other
task even if the guard immediately holds 1 . In order to implement this efficiently we use
continuations [1, 5]. Every time we reach a scheduling point, we capture the rest of the task
in a continuation, store it together with its guard in the task set and give control back to the
scheduler of the COG. The scheduler will then go through its list of tasks, evaluate the guards
and picks a new task whose guard evaluates to true. If there are no such tasks, then none of the
tasks in the COG are executable at that moment. In this case, the COG releases the execution
thread until some external event causes some task to be ready for execution.

3

Compilation of simplified ABS

We have designed two languages, both endowed with small-step operational semantics, that
are simpler than both ABS and Scala, yet exhibit the behaviour we are interested in. The
source language models one COG in ABS by having asynchronous calls, await statement and
cooperative multitasking. The target language includes primitive statements to manage the
task set and supports continuations as the method to switch between tasks, which are used to
implement a scheduler.

3.1

Source language

The source language is designed to be as minimalistic as possible while still retaining the
interesting properties: thus, we have removed objects, COGs and futures from the language,
resulting in a simple imperative programming language with asynchronous procedure calls and
a way to wait for some condition to become true.
The statements S of the language are defined by:
S ::= x := e | skip | S1 ; S2 | await e | if e then S1 else S2 | while e do S | f (e)
1 This
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is a simplification: in ABS, if the guard immediately holds, we are not allowed to switch tasks.
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JeKρ0 ,σ = true

envF ` n, σ . Ts k Ts 0 → n0 , σ 0 . Ts k Ts 00

envF ` n, σ . nhρi k n0 he, S, ρ0 i → n0 , σ . nhρi k n0 hS, ρ0 i
envF f = (x, S)

envF ` n, σ . nhawait e, ρi → n, σ . nhe, skip, ρi

v = JeKρ,σ

n0 fresh

envF ` n, σ . hf (e), ρi → n, σ . nhskip, ρi k n0 htrue, S, [x 7→ v]i

envF ` n, σ . nhS1 , ρi → nhS10 , ρ0 i

envF ` n, σ . nhS1 , ρi → nhe, S10 , ρ0 i

envF ` n, σ . nhS1 ; S2 , ρi → nhS10 ; S2 , ρ0 i

envF ` n, σ . nhS1 ; S2 , ρi → nhe, S10 ; S2 , ρ0 i

Figure 1: Structural operational semantics for the source language (excerpt)
Besides statements, we have pure expressions e which consist of usual arithmetic and boolean
expressions. The notation e (resp. x and v) denotes a possibly empty sequence of expressions
(resp. variables and values).
A program P consists of a function environment envF which maps function names to pairs
of a formal argument list and a statement, and global variable declarations with their initial
values. The entry point of the program will be the procedure named main.
The scheduler may only switch between tasks when evaluating an await e statement or
when the currently running task terminates. Procedure calls f (e) return immediately with no
result and the original task will proceed. Communication between different tasks is achieved
via global variables (which may be seen as analogues to object fields in ABS).
During runtime, the program is represented as a configuration c that consists of an active
task identifier n, a global variable mapping σ and a set of tasks Ts. A task has an identifier
and may be in one of the three forms: (a) a triple he, S, ρi, representing a task that is awaiting
to be scheduled, where e is the guard expression and ρ is the local variable mapping; (b) a pair
hS, ρi, representing the currently active task and (c) a singleton hρi, representing a terminated
task.
Configuration c ::= n, σ . Ts
Task sets
Ts ::= nhe, S, ρi | nhS, ρi | nhρi | Ts k Ts
The order of tasks in the task set is irrelevant: the parallel operator k is commutative and
associative. Transition rules in the semantics are in the form envF ` c → c 0 . A subset of the
rules is shown in Figure 1. We assume given an evaluation function JeKρ,σ , which evaluates e
with respect to the local and global variable mappings ρ and σ.
In the semantics, we are interested only in a subset of the whole task set and the first rule
allows us to focus on the subset that we are interested in. If the currently active task is in the
form hS, ρi, then we proceed to evaluate the statement S. Otherwise, it has terminated, i.e.,
it is in the form hρi, or it has reached a scheduling point, i.e., in the form he, S, ρi. Then we
may pick another task from the task set whose guard evaluates to true. When a procedure f
is invoked, we evaluate the argument expressions e and put a new task n0 htrue, S, [x 7→ v]i to
the task set, where S is the body of the procedure, [x 7→ v] maps formal argument names x to
their values v and n0 is a fresh identifier. The execution will proceed in the active task and the
new task may only get scheduled once we reach a scheduling point.

3.2

Target language

The target language is modeled on Scala. Instead of containing explicit support for scheduling points, the target language supports delimited continuations via the shift and reset
statements and the scheduler is explicitly specified when compiling programs from the source
language to the target language. In order to not clutter the language with arrays, we also
3
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envF ` hS, ρ, Ts, σi → hS 0 , ρ0 , Ts 0 , σ 0 i
envF ` hE[S], ρ, Ts, σi 7→ hE[S 0 ], ρ0 , Ts 0 , σ 0 i
E does not cross reset
envF ` hreset {E[shift k {S}]}, ρ, Ts, σi → hreset {S}, ρ[k 7→ [reset {E[skip]}, ρ]], Ts, σi
(e, [S, ρ0 ]) ∈ Ts
envF ` hreset {skip}, ρ, Ts, σi → hskip, ρ, Ts, σi
envF f = (x, S)

v = JeKρ,σ,Ts

envF ` haddFunc f e, ρ, Ts, σi → hskip, ρ, Ts ∪ {(true, [S, [x 7→ v]])}, σi
0

JxKρ,σ,Ts = [S, ρ ]

0

envF ` hinvoke x, ρ, Ts, σi → hS; return ρ, ρ , Ts, σi

JeKρ0 ,σ,Ts = true

envF ` hgetTask(), ρ, Ts, σi → hS, ρ0 , Ts\(e, [S, ρ0 ]), σi
envF ` hreturn ρ0 , ρ, Ts, σi → hskip, ρ0 , Ts, σi
JxKρ,σ,Ts = [S, ρ0 ]

envF ` haddClosure e x, ρ, T, σi → hskip, ρ, T ∪ (e, [S, ρ0 ]), σi

Figure 2: Reduction semantics for the target language (excerpt)

include four primitives that handle adding and picking tasks from a task set. During runtime,
we make use of closures and the return statement, which may only appear during evaluation
but may not be used in programs. Closures are represented as pairs [S, ρ] of a statement and a
variable mapping. The special return statement allows us to restore local variable mappings.
The language also contains the usual arithmetic and boolean expressions, and simple loop and
branching statements, just as our source language.
Expressions
Statements

e ::= . . . | [S, ρ]
S ::= . . . | reset {S} | shift x {S} | invoke x | return ρ

We introduce three primitive statements and one primitive expression for operating on the
task set. A task is represented as a pair of a guard (a delayed expression) and a closure.
The statement addFunc f e will add to the task set a pair of a guard true and a closure
representing a call to the procedure f with e immediately evaluated and used as the arguments
to the procedure. The statement addClosure e x will add a pair of a guard e and the closure
stored at x to the task set. The expression isTask evaluates to true if there are any task in
the task set whose guard holds. The statement getTask() invokes a closure from the task set
whose guard evaluates to true. When there are several valid tasks, which of the tasks will get
invoked is unspecified. In our Scala backend, these primitives are implemented using a global
array and first-class functions.
We specify the operational semantics of the target language using evaluation contexts [6]:
Evaluation contexts

E

::= [] | E; S | reset {E}

The configurations in the target semantics are in the form hS, ρ, Ts, σi where S is the
statement, ρ is the local variable mapping of the current task, Ts is the task set, containing
pairs of a guard and a closure, and σ is the global variable mapping. The function environment
envF is a mapping from function names to pairs of parameter lists and statements, similar to
the source language. The reduction rules are in the form envF ` c 7→ c 0 , and a subset of the
rules is shown in Figure 2.
Due to the evaluation context, informally, we will always reduce the leftmost statement,
ignoring the enclosing resets. The shift statement is used to capture the continuation up to
the nearest enclosing reset.
4
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Compilation function

The compilation function generates a program in the target language for every program in the
source language. The interesting part of the definition is given by
Jfun f (x) is SK = fun f (x) is {JSK; invoke sched }

Jawait eK = shift k {addClosure e k; invoke sched }
Jf (e)K = addFunc f e

Every compiled program contains a prelude, which declares a global variable sched that will
contain the scheduler continuation and a statement that adds the main function to the task
set. The control is then passed on to the scheduler:
var sched : Closure = [skip, []];
addFunc main ();
reset {while isTask do shift k {sched = k; getTask()}}
The scheduler checks if there is any task ready to be executed (isTask); if there is, the rest of the
computation (which means invoking the while loop again) is stored in the global variable sched .
When the task terminates, the closure is invoked and the control passes back to the scheduler,
which will proceed by trying to find another suitable task for execution. Similar pattern is
followed with the await e statement: we store the rest of the execution in a continuation, add
the continuation with its guard to the task set and pass the control back to the scheduler.
The following theorem states that the compilation function is correct: an one-step reduction
in the source language is simulated by possibly multiple-step reduction in the target language
after the compilation. To state the theorem formally, we extend the compilation function to
configurations and define a similarity relation , which disregards the number of adjoining
resets, between configurations in the target language.
Theorem 1 (Correctness of compilation). For all configurations cS , cS0 in the source language
and cT in the target language such that cS → cS0 and JcS K  cT , there exists a configuration cT0
in the target language such that cT 7→+ cT0 and JcS0 K  cT0 .

4

Conclusion

We have designed a compilation function that compiles a simplified ABS-like language to a
language based on Scala and showed that the resulting programs preserve the operational
behaviour of the original program. This work can be used as a basis for extending it with other
features currently omitted (such as futures, full objects and different COGs), gradually moving
closer to ABS and its semantics as the source. The target semantics will also move closer to
the actual implementation of the compiler and the Scala runtime. We also plan to formalise
the proof with a proof assistant, such as Coq or Agda.
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